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KEY POINTS 

• Installation instructions for a Wi-SUN 
border router with backhaul connectivity 

• Installation instructions for a Linux host 
running SLIP 

• Steps to establish a connection between 
a Wi-SUN network and an external IP 
network  

AN1332: Silicon Labs Wi-SUN Network Setup 
and Configuration 

A Wi-SUN border router connects a Wi-SUN network to other IP-
based networks, such as Ethernet®. A Wi-SUN network requires 
a border router to connect to other networks. The border router 
provides services for devices within the Wi-SUN network, 
including routing services for off-network operations. Silicon Labs 
provides a border router binary file and a Docker image allowing 
the connection to an external IP network. The goal is to allow the 
development of cloud-connected applications on the Wi-SUN 
router side. 

The Wi-SUN border router with backhaul connectivity demonstration is delivered only in 
a binary format. The implementation does not scale for a production-grade border router 
maintaining several thousand Wi-SUN nodes. 
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1 Introduction 

In addition to managing Wi-SUN network mesh routing, a Wi-SUN border router is also in charge of providing a backhaul connection to 
Internet. Being constrained by the EFR32xG12 connectivity capabilities, the border router demonstration makes use of the SLIP proto-
col (Serial Line Internet Protocol) to open an IP backhaul connection. To move from the SLIP IP communication to native Ethernet 
packets, the demonstration needs a second device to run the SLIP protocol. As an accessible and well-spread Linux platform, the 
Raspberry Pi is used as a default platform for the demonstration (which can also run on a different Linux host). The demonstration 
communications and connections are described in the image below. 

 

To simplify the deployment, all the software running on the Raspberry Pi is shared via a Docker container. Use of a network with IPv6 
connectivity is encouraged. If IPv6 is not available, the Docker image will automatically switch to "local" mode. In local mode, the Dock-
er image and the Wi-SUN nodes can reach themselves, but communication with the "outside world" is not possible. 

1.1 Hardware Requirements 

To create a Wi-SUN border router with backhaul connectivity, you need the following hardware: 
• A Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ or above with an Internet connection (another Linux host should also work) 
• An SD card (4 GB or more) and SD card slot/dongle 
• 2 WTSK boards 
• 2 EFR32xG12 radio boards with matching RF bands 

1.2 Software Requirements 

To create a Wi-SUN border router with backhaul connectivity, you need the following software: 
• Simplicity Studio 5 
• Raspberry Pi imager 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serial_Line_Internet_Protocol
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serial_Line_Internet_Protocol
https://www.silabs.com/developers/simplicity-studio
https://www.raspberrypi.org/software/
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2 Raspberry Pi Configuration 

2.1 Raspberry Pi SD Card Installation 

If your Raspberry Pi comes with a pre-flashed SD card, follow the usual Raspberry Pi flow to install "Raspbian" or another distribution. If 
your SD card is blank, use the Raspberry Pi imager to flash an image on your SD card. 

When the Raspberry Pi boots for the first time, you are prompted through a few configuration steps. Once this is done, update your 
local repositories and package manager (apt-get update and apt-get upgrade) before installing Docker.  

2.2 Docker Installation 

Silicon Labs recommends deploying the company’s Docker container on Raspberry Pi. Silicon Labs provides the following pre-built 
Docker containers (with tags), hosted on DockerHub: 

https://hub.docker.com/r/silabswisun/backhaul-connection/tags 
• Install Docker. Make sure you reboot after any updates. 

 curl -sSL https://get.docker.com | sh 

• Once finished, you can modify the Docker user settings to not require sudo before each command. 

 sudo usermod -aG docker pi (or $USER) 

• Issue the following command to retrieve the Docker image from Docker Hub (requires an Internet connection). 

 docker pull silabswisun/backhaul-connection 

• Create a macvlan interface (replace eth0 by the name of your physical network interface). 

 docker network create --driver macvlan --opt parent=eth0 wisun-net 

Alternatively, the Docker image can be re-built from the source available in Silicon Labs GitHub repository. 

https://hub.docker.com/r/silabswisun/backhaul-connection/tags
https://docs.docker.com/network/macvlan/
https://github.com/SiliconLabs
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3 Wi-SUN Border Router Configuration 

The first step to configure the border router is to connect a compatible EFR32 radio board mounted on a WTSK mainboard to your PC.. 
The currently supported boards are: 
• brd4163a 
• brd4164a 
• brd4170a 
• brd4172a 
• brd4173a 
• brd4253a 
• brd4254a 

3.1 Flash the Wi-SUN Border Router Backhaul Demo 

Using Simplicity Studio 5, flash the Wi-SUN – SoC Border Router with backhaul demonstration in your WTSK. To do so, follow the 
steps below: 
1. In the Debug Adapters view, select the device to be used as the Wi-SUN border router with backhaul connectivity. 
2. Navigate to the EXAMPLE PROJECTS & DEMOS tab and turn off the Example Projects filter. Click RUN next to Wi-SUN – SoC 

Border Router with backhaul demo. 

 

With the border router device successfully flashed, connect it to the Raspberry Pi USB port. The Wi-SUN border router with backhaul 
connectivity starts automatically on power-up with the default settings: 
• Network name: “Wi-SUN Network” 
• Network size: test 
• Default Wi-SUN PHY configuration for a given radio board 

If the default settings are acceptable,  you can directly move to the procedure in section 4 Run the Docker Container on the Raspberry 
Pi. 
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3.2 Change the Wi-SUN Border Router Default Settings 

As the UART interface is used by the SLIP protocol, an additional interface to communicate for the CLI (command-line interface) is 
needed. Silicon Labs uses the J-Link RTT interface to interact with the CLI. Two solutions are available, described in the following sec-
tions: 
• 3.2.1 Connect to the Wi-SUN Border Router CLI using the Raspberry Pi (requires additional software installed on the Raspberry Pi) 
• 3.2.2 Connect to the Wi-SUN Border Router CLI using a PC (requires additional hardware like a switch and additional Ethernet ca-

bles) 

3.2.1 Connect to the Wi-SUN Border Router CLI using the Raspberry Pi 

For this method, follow this procedure 
1. Install the J-Link Software and Documentation Pack corresponding to your system (e.g., for a Raspberry Pi, the 32-bit Linux ver-

sion). Silicon Labs uses the DEB installer in the following steps. 
2. If it is not already present, copy the JLink_Linux_Vxxxx_arm.deb file on your Raspberry Pi. 
3. Install the DEB package on your Pi with the command: 

sudo dpkg -i JLink_Linux_Vxxxx_arm.deb 

The J-Link Software and Documentation Pack contains multiple software resources. Silicon Labs uses JLinkExe to create the con-
nection and JLinkRTTClient to access the border router CLI. 
4. Open a terminal window and enter JLinkExe -device EFR32MG12PXXXF1024. You should see the following:  

$ JLinkExe -device EFR32MG12PXXXF1024 
SEGGER J-Link Commander V6.98a (Compiled Mar  5 2021 17:08:07) 
DLL version V6.98a, compiled Mar  5 2021 17:07:52 
 
Connecting to J-Link via USB...O.K. 
Firmware: Silicon Labs J-Link Pro OB compiled Apr  4 2019 10:30:33 
Hardware version: V4.00 
S/N: 440189275 
License(s): RDI, FlashBP 
IP-Addr: DHCP (no addr. received yet) 
 VTref=3.345V 
 
Type "connect" to establish a target connection, '?' for help 
J-Link> 

5. Type connect and type enter for every following proposition to use the default values. 

J-Link>connect 
Please specify target interface: 
J) JTAG (Default) 
S) SWD 
T) cJTAG 
TIF> 
Device position in JTAG chain (IRPre,DRPre) <Default>: -1,-1 => Auto-detect 
JTAGConf> 
Specify target interface speed [kHz]. <Default>: 4000 kHz 
Speed> 
Device "EFR32MG12PXXXF1024" selected. 
... 
... 
Cortex-M4 identified. 

Cortex-M4 identified indicates that the connection was successful. 
6. Leave this terminal running JLinkExe and open a second one. In this new terminal, enter JLinkRTTClient. 

    $ JLinkRTTClient 
    ###RTT Client: ************************************************************ 
    ###RTT Client: *               SEGGER Microcontroller GmbH                * 
    ###RTT Client: *   Solutions for real time microcontroller applications   * 
    ###RTT Client: ************************************************************ 
    ###RTT Client: *                                                          * 

https://www.segger.com/downloads/jlink/#J-LinkSoftwareAndDocumentationPack
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    ###RTT Client: *       (c) 2012 - 2016  SEGGER Microcontroller GmbH       * 
    ###RTT Client: *                                                          * 
    ###RTT Client: *     www.segger.com     Support: support@segger.com       * 
    ###RTT Client: *                                                          * 
    ###RTT Client: ************************************************************ 
    ###RTT Client: *                                                          * 
    ###RTT Client: * SEGGER J-Link RTT Client   Compiled Mar  5 2021 17:09:56 * 
    ###RTT Client: *                                                          * 
    ###RTT Client: ************************************************************ 
 
    ###RTT Client: ----------------------------------------------- 
    ###RTT Client: Connecting to J-Link RTT Server via localhost:19021 ... 
    ###RTT Client: Connected. 
 
    SEGGER J-Link V6.98a - Real time terminal output 
    Silicon Labs J-Link Pro OB compiled Apr  4 2019 10:30:33 V4.0, SN=440189275 
    Process: JLinkExe 
    > 

You now have access to the border router CLI for configuration.  

3.2.2 Connect to the Wi-SUN Border Router CLI using a PC 

For this method, you need to connect both your PC and the border router device to the same Ethernet network. To open the RTT inter-
face from your PC, follow this procedure. 
1. Install J-Link RTT Viewer. 
2. Open J-Link RTT Viewer. 
3. In the Configuration panel, select TCP/IP in the Connection to J-Link section. 
4. Enter the IP address displayed on the border router board screen next to TCP/IP. 
5. In the Specify Target Device list, select the EFR32MG12PXXXF1024. 
6. In the Target Interface & Speed panel, select JTAG and 4000 kHz.  
7. In the RTT Control Block panel, select Auto Detection. 
8. Click OK. 

 

You now have access to the border router RTT interface. You can access the border router CLI using Terminal 0 for configuration. The 
Wi-SUN stack logs are output on the Terminal 1 window. 

https://www.segger.com/downloads/jlink/#J-LinkSoftwareAndDocumentationPack
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4 Run the Docker Container on the Raspberry Pi 

Back on the Raspberry Pi, make sure the device running the Wi-SUN – SoC Border Router with backhaul demonstration is still con-
nected via USB. The steps below describe how to start the Docker image previously retrieved from Docker Hub and establish commu-
nication with the Wi-SUN border router using SLIP. 

From the Raspberry Pi terminal, use dmesg and the command below to check the Wi-SUN border router’s device name (‘/dev/ttyACM0’ 
by default). 

dmesg | grep tty | grep USB 

Issue the following command. 

docker run -ti --privileged --network=wisun-net silabswisun/backhaul-connection --shell 

Or, if you need to specify another USB interface (/dev/ttyACM1 in this example). 

docker run -ti --privileged --network=wisun-net silabswisun/backhaul-connection --shell --device 
/dev/ttyACM1 

This command starts the container that connects to the border router SLIP interface and mounts it on the ‘tun0’ interface. It then opens 
a shell in the container. This terminal is used in the following steps. 

$ docker run -ti --privileged --network=wisun-net silabswisun/backhaul-connection --shell 
 ---> No network found 
 ---> Launch tunslip6 on /dev/ttyACM0 
********SLIP started on ``/dev/ttyACM0'' 
opened tun device ``/dev/tun0'' 
ifconfig tun0 inet `hostname` mtu 1500 up 
ifconfig tun0 add fd66:df9a:2a94:077d::1/64 
ifconfig tun0 add fe80::de98:2a94:77d:1/64 
ifconfig tun0 
 
tun0      Link encap:UNSPEC  HWaddr 00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00 
          inet addr:172.18.0.2  P-t-P:172.18.0.2  Mask:255.255.255.255 
          inet6 addr: fd66:df9a:2a94:77d::1/64 Scope:Global 
          inet6 addr: fe80::c0f6:2834:e6b7:7acd/64 Scope:Link 
          inet6 addr: fe80::de98:2a94:77d:1/64 Scope:Link 
          UP POINTOPOINT RUNNING NOARP MULTICAST  MTU:1500  Metric:1 
          RX packets:0 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0 
          TX packets:0 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0 
          collisions:0 txqueuelen:500 
          RX bytes:0 (0.0 B)  TX bytes:0 (0.0 B) 
 
 ---> Launch radvd on fd66:df9a:2a94:077d::/64 
[Jan 29 17:33:19] radvd (136): version 2.18 started 
 ---> Launch ndppd on fd66:df9a:2a94:077d::/64 
(notice) ndppd (NDP Proxy Daemon) version 0.2.4 
(notice) Using configuration file '/etc/ndppd.conf' 
 ---> Result of 'ip -6 addr': 
1: lo: <LOOPBACK,UP,LOWER_UP> mtu 65536 state UNKNOWN qlen 1000 
    inet6 ::1/128 scope host 
       valid_lft forever preferred_lft forever 
3: tun0: <POINTOPOINT,MULTICAST,NOARP,UP,LOWER_UP> mtu 1500 state UNKNOWN qlen 500 
    inet6 fd66:df9a:2a94:77d:ddb4:91c5:b59d:a1f2/64 scope global dynamic 
       valid_lft 86400sec preferred_lft 14400sec 
    inet6 fd66:df9a:2a94:77d::1/64 scope global 
       valid_lft forever preferred_lft forever 
    inet6 fe80::de98:2a94:77d:1/64 scope link 
       valid_lft forever preferred_lft forever 
    inet6 fe80::c0f6:2834:e6b7:7acd/64 scope link 
       valid_lft forever preferred_lft forever 
6: eth0@if2: <BROADCAST,MULTICAST,UP,LOWER_UP,M-DOWN> mtu 1500 state UP 
    inet6 fd66:df9a:2a94:77d:42:acff:fe12:2/64 scope global tentative dynamic 
       valid_lft 86400sec preferred_lft 14400sec 
    inet6 fe80::42:acff:fe12:2/64 scope link 
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       valid_lft forever preferred_lft forever 
 ---> Launch sh 
Note: "docker exec -it <CONTAINER> sh" is a better alternative 
/ # 
``` 

Note that the silabswisun/backhaul-connection container accepts a few options, which can be listed with the command below. 

docker run -ti --privileged silabswisun/backhaul-connection –help 
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5 Ping Wi-SUN Devices in the Network 

At this point, you should have the border router connected over USB to the Raspberry Pi and a Docker container running in the Pi. If it 
is not already done, connect a PC to the Raspberry Pi via an Ethernet cable.  

5.1 Connect a Wi-SUN Node to the Border Router 

In the following steps, you need a Wi-SUN node running the Wi-SUN – SoC Ping application in the network. Refer to QSG181: Silicon 
Labs Wi-SUN SDK Quick-Start Guide for details on how to bring-up the Wi-SUN Ping project. 

From the CLI of the Wi-SUN Ping node, retrieve the Wi-SUN border router IP address and the Wi-SUN node IP address by entering 
wisun get wisun. 

> wisun get wisun 
wisun.network_name = "Wi-SUN Network" 
wisun.network_size = test (4) 
wisun.tx_power = 20 
wisun.connection_state = Connected (0) 
wisun.ip_address_global = fd87:d952:2ff3:bdad:20d:6fff:fe20:b6f9 
wisun.ip_address_link_local = fe80::20d:6fff:fe20:bd95 
wisun.ip_address_border_router = fd87:d952:2ff3:bdad:20d:6fff:fe20:bd95 

The Wi-SUN border router IP address is fd87:d952:2ff3:bdad:20d:6fff:fe20:bd95 (wisun.ip_address_border_router value). The Wi-SUN 
node IP address is fd87:d952:2ff3:bdad:20d:6fff:fe20:b6f9 (wisun.ip_address_global value). Those are the IP addresses used in the 
following steps to address the devices. 

5.2 Check the Communication Between the Raspberry Pi and the Border Router 

From the Docker container terminal, ping the border router. 

    / # ping fd87:d952:2ff3:bdad:20d:6fff:fe20:bd95 
    PING fd87:d952:2ff3:bdad:20d:6fff:fe20:bd95 (fd87:d952:2ff3:bdad:20d:6fff:fe20:bd95): 56 data 
bytes 
    64 bytes from fd87:d952:2ff3:bdad:20d:6fff:fe20:bd95: seq=0 ttl=64 time=34.851 ms 
    64 bytes from fd87:d952:2ff3:bdad:20d:6fff:fe20:bd95: seq=1 ttl=64 time=33.997 ms 
    64 bytes from fd87:d952:2ff3:bdad:20d:6fff:fe20:bd95: seq=2 ttl=64 time=33.496 ms 
    64 bytes from fd87:d952:2ff3:bdad:20d:6fff:fe20:bd95: seq=3 ttl=64 time=33.010 ms 

This communication relies on a SLIP protocol exchanged over USB between the Wi-SUN border router and the Raspberry Pi. 

5.3 Check the Communication between the Raspberry Pi and the Node 

From the same Docker container terminal, ping the Wi-SUN node. 

    / # ping fd87:d952:2ff3:bdad:20d:6fff:fe20:b6f9 
    PING fd87:d952:2ff3:bdad:20d:6fff:fe20:b6f9 (fd87:d952:2ff3:bdad:20d:6fff:fe20:b6f9): 56 data 
bytes 
    64 bytes from fd87:d952:2ff3:bdad:20d:6fff:fe20:b6f9: seq=0 ttl=63 time=163.297 ms 
    64 bytes from fd87:d952:2ff3:bdad:20d:6fff:fe20:b6f9: seq=1 ttl=63 time=182.626 ms 
    64 bytes from fd87:d952:2ff3:bdad:20d:6fff:fe20:b6f9: seq=2 ttl=63 time=212.143 ms 
    64 bytes from fd87:d952:2ff3:bdad:20d:6fff:fe20:b6f9: seq=3 ttl=63 time=211.671 ms 

This communication relies both on a SLIP protocol between the Wi-SUN border router and the Raspberry Pi, and a Wi-SUN communi-
cation between the border router and the node. 
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5.4 Check the Communication between a PC and the Node 

Now that you have confirmed the communication between the Raspberry Pi and the Wi-SUN network, you can extend testing by con-
necting a PC via Ethernet to the Pi. Open a Windows/Linux terminal and ping the Wi-SUN node IP address. 

    > ping fd87:d952:2ff3:bdad:20d:6fff:fe20:b6f9 
 
    Pinging fd87:d952:2ff3:bdad:20d:6fff:fe20:b6f9 with 32 bytes of data: 
    Reply from fd87:d952:2ff3:bdad:20d:6fff:fe20:b6f9: time=390ms 
    Reply from fd87:d952:2ff3:bdad:20d:6fff:fe20:b6f9: time=408ms 
    Reply from fd87:d952:2ff3:bdad:20d:6fff:fe20:b6f9: time=421ms 
    Reply from fd87:d952:2ff3:bdad:20d:6fff:fe20:b6f9: time=439ms 

You have successfully opened a downstream communication between the Wi-SUN network and a device in the backhaul network. In 
the same PC terminal, type 'ipconfig' (Windows) or 'ifconfig' (Linux). It will display your Ethernet port configuration and IP addresses. 

    Ethernet adapter Ethernet: 
 
    Connection-specific DNS Suffix  . : 
    IPv6 Address. . . . . . . . . . . : fd87:d952:2ff3:bdad:94a6:6a52:de9b:b560 
    Temporary IPv6 Address. . . . . . : fd87:d952:2ff3:bdad:ecfd:691c:18f7:ee63 
    Link-local IPv6 Address . . . . . : fe80::94a6:6a52:de9b:b560%21 
    Autoconfiguration IPv4 Address. . : 169.254.181.96 
    Subnet Mask . . . . . . . . . . . : 255.255.0.0 
    Default Gateway . . . . . . . . . : 

The PC device IP address is fd87:d952:2ff3:bdad:ecfd:691c:18f7:ee63. From the Wi-SUN node CLI, type ‘wisun ping [device IP Ad-
dress]’ to ping the PC. 

    > wisun ping fd87:4f27:dd57:aea1:ecfd:691c:18f7:ee63 
    PING fd87:4f27:dd57:aea1:ecfd:691c:18f7:ee63: 40 data bytes 
    > 88 bytes from fd87:d952:2ff3:bdad:305e:8783:b2e6:f31c: icmp_seq=0 time=270.889 ms 

You have successfully opened an upstream communication between the Wi-SUN network and a device in the backhaul network. To go 
further, you can use this new communication link to open TCP/UDP sockets between a Wi-SUN node and devices outside of the Wi-
SUN network. 
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6 Bugs and Limitations 

Make sure your WSTK is using RTS/CTS. 

To improve the SLIP communication robustness over UART, the RTS/CTS is enabled on the interface. To function, the WSTK used 
needs to be configured in this mode or the automatic mode as well (configured in auto mode by default). If this is not the case, the bor-
der router cannot communicate with the Linux device. 

Follow this link to confirm that your WTSK is configured correctly. 

The container does not detect my IPv6 network. 

The container relies on Router Advertisements. If your network use DHCPv6, or does not have Router Advertisement for any reason, 
the container will not detect the network. 

I cannot reach (IPv4) Internet from the container 

This happens when you use the macvlan driver. It is necessary to get an IP from the DHCP server of the host network. Just add ‘--dhcp’ 
as a silabswisun/backhaul-connection parameter when you run the Docker to run a DHCP client: 

    docker run -ti --privileged --network=wisun-net silabswisun/backhaul-connection --dhcp 

I have restarted my Docker image and I can't ping my Wi-SUN device anymore. 

The proxy creates the necessary routes when it receives a Neighbor Solicitation. Your host has probably cached this information. The 
easiest way to fix that is to flush the neighbor information of your host with: 

    ip -6 neigh flush dev eth0 

Alternatively, you can force a neighbor discovery on your Wi-SUN node: 

    ndisc6 2a01:e35:2435:66a0:202:f7ff:fef0:0 eth0 

Wi-SUN nodes can reach outside network but can't reach the Docker host. 

It is a limitation of the macvlan interface. This situation is not an error — it is the defined behavior of macvtap. Due to the way in which 
the host's physical Ethernet is attached to the macvtap bridge, traffic into that bridge from the guests that is forwarded to the physical 
interface cannot be bounced back up to the host's IP stack. Additionally, traffic from the host's IP stack that is sent to the physical inter-
face cannot be bounced back up to the macvtap bridge for forwarding to the guests. 

There are several ways to work around the problem. The easiest way is to use a secondary physical network interface exclusively for 
the guest. 

    dhcpcd --release eth1 
    docker network create --driver macvlan --opt parent=eth1 wisun-net 
    docker run -ti --privileged --network=wisun-net silabswisun/backhaul-connection 

I have re-plugged the Wi-SUN border router USB, and nothing works anymore. 

The Docker container does not support device hot-plugging. The border router must be plugged before the Docker container is started. 

 

 

 

https://www.silabs.com/community/wireless/bluetooth/knowledge-base.entry.html/2018/08/28/using_virtual_compo-IYYh
https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-US/Red_Hat_Enterprise_Linux/6/html/Virtualization_Host_Configuration_and_Guest_Installation_Guide/App_Macvtap.html
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